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How Does the Sky Work? 
by Weatherboy 

T he greatest challenge to 
a pilot's decision mak-

^ H ing—and risk to his 
backside—is the effect of 
weather. As I periodically 
speak to the trusty aviators 
here at Mission Central, 
I'm struck by their general 
confusion ^s to hovv thi 
sky works. Their surprise 
at what is actually predict
able behavior of the 
airmass should raise very 
bright red flags. 

Instead, these events seem 
to be written off to seasonal 
changes, twists of fate, or galac
tic chaos. So in an attempt to 
remove some of this chaotic activ
ity from the cosmos, let's briefly 
examine some fundamental 
theory of weather systems. The 
best place to begin is with how 
wind is created. 

Differential warming of the 
earth's surface creates areas of dif
ferent temperatures. These tem
perature differences bend the 
isobars (lines of equal pressure) up 
or down relative to each other, 
thus creating different areas of 
pressure. As with all things in the 
universe, energy always moves to
wards a lower energy state. Air
flow in a high pressure area will 
always move toward an area of 
lower pressure, hence wind. This 
tvpe of wind is called pressure 

gradient wind and the dynamics 
between these two airmasses is 
called pressure gradient force (Fig. 
1, page 4). 

With this force alone, wind 
would move in a straight line 
from high to low pressure. How
ever, we know that this is not the 
case. Most of us already know 
that airflow is outward (diverging) 
and clockwise from a high and 
inward (converging) and counter
clockwise to a low. One of the 
primary forces that causes this 
curved flow around these pressure 
centers is Coriolis Effect. This ef
fect is a resulry of the earth's rota
tion; in the northern hemisphere, 

any free moving 
body is deflected 

to the right, or the 
left if you reside in 

the southern hemi
sphere. Coriolis Effect 

has a few other charac
teristics that one needs to 

be aware of, so as to under
stand its effect on wind move

ment: 1) its effect is always direc
ted at right angles to the direction 
of flow; 2) it affects only wind di
rection; 3) has a greater deflecting 
effect as the wind grows stronger 
and 4) its effect is strongest at the 
poles and weakens as we move 
towards the equator, where it is 
almost nonexistent. 
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continued from page 1 
Therefore, as the wind moves towards the low 

pressure area it is deflected to the right, producing 
the counterclockwise flow. In the case of the high, 
as the wind moves away and is deflected to the 
right, clockwise flow is established. (Fig. 2) 

So why does the curved flow of the wind around 
pressure centers not just stabilize itself in a never 
ending circular flow once the pressure gradient 
force and the Coriolis Effect achieve balance? The 
answer lies in the third list of characteristics of Co
riolis effect. In the lower levels of the atmosphere, 
the wind is slowed by friction with the surface. As 
we previously noted, as the velocity of the wind re
duces, so does the Coriolis Effect. This creates an 
imbalance between the pressure gradient force and 
the Coriolis Effect. Because the pressure gradient 
force is greater, the air flow is deflected at angles 

into the low or away 
from the high. Thus 

completing our 
explanation 
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move in the only direction it can, upward. As this 
airflow rises, it cools, the moisture condenses into 
clouds and precipitation (rain, snow, etc.) and begins 
to form weather. This airflow rises to the upper alti
tudes and the top of the troposphere. As it reaches 
the top it must then move out or diverge on to 
somewhere else. Logically, we deduce that for the 
low to sustain itself, the divergence (moving out) 
aloft must be equal to or greater than the conver
gence (moving in) at the 
surface. If it's 
greater than 
the sur
face 

movement around 
pressure centers. (Fig. 2B) 

We now arrive at three fundamental 
questions in weather theory. 1) How do low 
pressure systems form? 2) As air flows into a low, 
where does it go and what mechanism sustains the 
lows existence? 3) How does a frontal weather system develop 
and relate to low pressure areas? 

As to the first question, we need to look at the general global cir
culation picture. (Fig. 3) As you can see from the diagram, we have 
the mid-latitude westerlies moving away from the permanent higher 
pressure areas from the south, colliding with polar easterly winds 
moving from the permanent highs to the north. This general line of 
collision and temperature demarcation, is called the polar front. As 
these two air masses move against each other, particularly at altitude 
a 'shearing' effect occurs which helps foster a counterclockwise rota
tion. The pressure field reorients itself to this circular rotation and 
creates a lower area of pressure at its center. Thus the low is formed. 

To the second question, let's look at each part separately. As air 
flows into the center of the low it compresses slightly and begins to 
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convergence the low will intensify or deepen, if it's 
less than the sutface convergence, the low will fill in 
and eradicate itself or dissipate. 

Several phenomenon come into play to foster the 
divergence at the top of the low. Probably the most 
significant is speed divergence. Jetstreams, which are 
high velocity corridors of wind formed between two 
different temperature airmasses, contribute to the 
'shearing effect' that can help to create a low pressure 
area. As the Jetstream begins to undulate north and 
south in a snake-like pattern, low pressure areas 
generally settle in the trough the Jetstream creates. 
As the high velocity airflow of the jet moves around 
and past the top of the low, its higher velocity flow 
fosters the movement of the rising air in the lows 
center out the top and in a straight line along with 
it. (Fig. 4) The effect could be compared to a venturi 
effect. As you can now see, the influence of upper 

and its rate of movement across the ground. 
Finally to address our third question, we need to 

go back to the formation of the low pressure area. As 
we discussed, the 'shearing effect' caused by the 
movement of the polar easterlies against the wester
lies of the middle latitudes, change their movement 
after the formation of the low. The warmer air to the 
south of the polar front begins to move counter
clockwise and northward around the low displacing 
the cooler air to the north forming a warm front. 
While the colder air to the north moves counter
clockwise and southward around the low, displacing 
the warmer air to the south forming the cold front. 

As the these airmasses move around the low they 
create a wave pattern with the low at the apex of the 
wave. This weather storm system is called a wave 
cyclone. In meteorological language a low pressure 
center is called a cyclone and a high pressure center 
is called an anticyclone. The shape of the storm sys
tem is like a wave, hence the term 'wave cyclone'. 
The process of the wave cyclone's formation is called 
cyclogenesis (Fig. 5, next page). Now that we have a 
fundamental idea of how weather systems are cre
ated, let's look at a few of their characteristics that 
will help us to improve our analytical skills. 

Speed Divergence 
Aloft " ' 

level 
winds in 
relation to low 
pressure formation 
and sustaining support 
is quite significant. It's fairly 
clear to see that a continuous low 
pressure system requires 'upper 
level' wind or airflow support. 

The Jetstream, as part of the up
per level flow, also has a 'driving' or 
guiding effect on the movement of 
the low pressure center. Lows that 
are supported by the jet generally 
move along with it. Therefore the 
track of the jet stream can provide 
some clues to the future movement of the 
low. Also, the speed of the jet stream can provide 
some enlightenment as to the intensity of the low 

Looking at Figure 5 we can see 
that north of the warm front the flow 

of air is generally from the east and north
east and is a cooler temperature range 
relative to the air south of the warm 
front.. While in what we call the 'warm 
sector' to the south of and in between the 
warm and cold fronts, the air is usually 
much warmer and the flow is predomi

nately from the south and southwest. 
North of the cold front the air flow is gener

ally from the west and northwest and usually sig
nificantly lower in temperature. Therefore by 

continued on page 6 
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examining temperature and wind direction in a 
fairly wide area you can develop a fairly reasonable 
idea of where these fronts are located. Adding baro
metric observations you can get an even clearer de
termination of these systems. The final ingredient to 
our understanding of basic theory is a knowledge of 
weather characteristics associated with warm and 
cold fronts. 

Let's look at the warm front first. As the air from 
the south advances northward, because of its higher 
temperature and therefore lower density (not lower 
pressure), it slopes upward and over as it displaces 
the cooler air to the north. The angle of this sloping 
is fairly shallow as a general rule, about a 1 to 200 
ratio (200 kilometers ahead of the front the frontal 
surface will be 1 kilometer high). As this warmer air 
is lifted upward it of course cools, moisture con
denses out and precipitation is formed. Because this 
lifting is fairly moderate in rate, the type of clouds 
and precipitation produced are the stratus type, with 
generally not as much convective activity as the cold 
front and therefore more of a steady precipitation 
pattern. As the precipitation created from frontal 
lifting falls into the cooler air below, further conden
sation is formed as this moist saturated air descends, 
producing lowering ceilings and visibilities. These 
conditions can remain in a particular locale for a 
while due to the rather slower movement character 
istic of warm fronts. In the 'warm sector between 

the coid and warm fronts or after warm front pas
sage we find warmer, humid and hazy visibility con
ditions. Usually any severe weather is more localized 
in nature, producing air mass type thunderstorms 
from solar surface heating. 

In the area of the cold front we have cold air from 
the north advancing southward and displacing the 
less dense air in the 'warm sector'. Because this cold 
air is denser it pushes the 'warm sector' air upward 
in its southward trek. The rate of the advance of this 
cold frontal air is generally faster as the warm front 
and therefore it's slope is about a 1 to 100 ratio. Due 
to this higher rate of vertical lifting we generally find 
much more convectivity, turbulence, high winds, 
and severe weather associated with the cold front. In 
the summer we'll experience rapid moving 'squall 
lines' in advance of the front, with very quickly dete
riorating, severe weather. In the winter months, well 
often find high winds and snow fall rates. After cold 
front passage, there is a fairly abrupt wind shift due 
to the faster movement of the cold front, followed 
by usually windy and rapidly clearing conditions of 

dry, clear air. 
Now that we have a good fundamentalidea of 

how the sky works, what does this mean for our pre-
flight weather planning? Hopefully, you'll realize by 
now the importance of obtaining the 'big picture'. 
Bv simply drawing out on a map the location of the 
'wave cyclone' system you can fairly accurately pre-



diet what kind of weather you'll be 
experiencing in relation to these 
frontal systems. As we also dis
cussed earlier, by asking for the 
track of the Jetstream, you'll have 
an idea if the 'wave cyclone' system 
has upper level support. Now the re
mainder of your preflight data collection 
will be to obtain the various terminal and 
area forecast, sequence reports, sigmets, airmets, 
pireps and any other notams to help confirm your 
overall predictions. With the addition of these final 
details from FSS you can now conduct a thorough 
and knowledgeable analysis. 

You can also see how this 'big picture' approach 
will aid you in determining the relevant questions to 
ask about the weather for a particular day and geo
graphical area. 

So the next time you begin your weather briefing, 
consider first obtaining the 'big picture' before you 
ask about the most recent sequence reports at your 
destination. I think you'll find that your questioning 
will be more intelligent, relevant and reveal a much 

clearer picture of what to expect 
from the atmosphere. You might 
also consider investing in some 
quality ground instruction in 

weather theory from a knowl
edgeable instructor or attend a 

high quality, weather theory seminar. 
It could provide you with the one tool 

that can make the difference between, a 
preflight or enroute decision, with an uneventful 

ending or a tragic one. Think about it! 
Every flight is unique, and this certainly applies 

to the weather equation. Therefore you may ask sig-
nificandy different questions about the weather to
day than you did on your flight last week This really 
is another aspect of'situational awareness'. Which 
simply means that you need to apply your various 
skills and tools in such a way so as to specifically deal 
with a particular situation. This applies to aircraft 
control, navigation, emergency situations and as 
we've discussed here weather. All elements of flight 
should embrace this concept. So happy skies and 
safe flying from your good friend Weatherboy. 
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